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SHANGHAI UPG INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD.

ZB60B Handbag Bottom-gluing Machine

1. Quotation:
(FOB China)

ZB60B USD -./unit

2. Terms of Payment:

30% deposit by T/T when confirming the order

70% balance by T/T before shipping.

3. Description
ZB60B handbag bottom-gluing machine could paste exquisite bag bottoms
and has completely changed the traditional production line. Adopting water
soluble glue has efficiently avoided glue leaking. Its optimized working process
has improved the bag quality, ensuring production line continuous, consistent
and accurate. It realizes high productivity and high added value.

ZB60B delivers the bag bottom to the connected device by vacuum suction.
The bag bottom will be pasted by water soluble glue after being positioned.
This machine features the automatic functions of compaction and delivery of
bag output one by one. With the frequency control of motor speed, the user
can adjust the glue thickness and position according to requirements. Its high
precision, fast speed and easy operation significantly improve your bag quality,
shorten delivery time and expand operational capacity.

Suitable Paper：Kraft paper, art paper, white board paper, white cardboard,
(including film adhesive paper)

4. Specifications



SHANGHAI UPG INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD.

A B C
Max Size 600 450 180
Min Size 200 200 60

Speed 100 bags/min
Bottom Width 60-180mm
Glue Type Water-soluble cold glue
Total Power 2kw
Overall Dimension 7300×1600×1400mm
Weight 2T

5. Installation and Training

The price includes the fee of installation, Training and interpreter, However,

the relative cost such as international return air tickets between China and
Buyer’s country, local transportation, accommodation (3 star hotel), and

the pocket money USD80/day per person for engineers and interpreter will

be born by buyer. Or, the customer can find capable interpreter in local.

6. Validity of Quotation: until 31st Dec. 2013

7. Warranty: 12 months after B/L date

8. Delivery time: Within 40 days after receiving the deposit payment.
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